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Abstract 

   We must know the word is the place for people in all of countries including various cultures 

to behave and act on their ideas; of course, one the important factor to be noticed and should 

be applied between people of different societies is that everyone should respect others rights 

and should not attack their territories. A basic component in man life is faith. It is the most 

important cause for each other to be armed in mankind sense forming man relations. If 

someone has faith to the one God, he/she/ tries to do his/her act on a complete way to prevent 

attack others territories. One applied factor to achieve peace and friendship, is fair; but we 

could not consider any society without struggle or any giggle. Unfortunately, is fair in these 

struggles and opposites in man relations caused by different factors and act happening in man 

societies because of benefits, problems and relations. If there is fair in man relations, each 

struggles or differences would be finished well. This is the main basis optimizing and 

improving man difference with regards to rights. So we must try to present correct patterns 

for people in life. Also justice system in each country should be armed by fair to get every 

person right to him/her correctly. In fact, an applied and correct justice system includes fair 

and applies its characteristics in society and finally, agreement would be presented truly. 

Through this research fair properties and its effects on human relations in a society are 

studied and at last, its importance and value will be detailed. 
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Introduction  

   Our acts and behaviors should be correctly and on an optimum form not to damage others 

benefits and each person should not hate applying how to disturb arrangement or perform 

harmful marks to others. Fair is an applied and useful effects property in a safe society, and 

so fair in a society and also it would be applied there as a result, we could see  trying to 

achieve good and safe relations between people. Of course fair applicable parameters and 

aspects should be mentioned and performed well and correctly to present useful marks in a 

society. So justice system in the society should be armed by it and its characteristics in 

applied aspects to achieve peace and get each other right truly. Sine, defaults and fines have 

been in societies and in fact they have been with people since the oldest ages. Considering 

struggles and giggles between people in societies were the oldest persons before, but 

progressing man relations and developing societies, justices system is existed. Fair is an 

applied affair behavior improving relation of people living there. Of course its aspect, 

particularly, applied ones should be performed correctly on a true pattern acceptable by a safe 

reasonable thinking to present a peaceful behavior for people in the society. 

  In classic view, there is an important basic question that its reply would be the method view 

presents. Why is there fine for sin? In every society, there are basic rules it works and is 

influenced. Every one does a task in opposite of them, is named default person should pay 

fine; money, punishment, prison… (Galaway, 1991). Of course, overall fines are divided to 

two types, direct and indirect. Some times there is damage because of default influencing not 

on some one that is named indirect (Rahami and Heidary, 2004). Applying fair in correct 

behavior and considering defaults, sins and fines are under some problems caused by 

traditional rules and ideas. In this regards, the society culture or at least justice system rules 
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should be improved. In fact, such this judgment has some mistakes achieving fair in people 

relations and acts. Each damages achieved by man should be removed of society. Each 

person in a society has some rights to live freely with peace and welfare. Anyone has not 

allowance in using his/her facilities.   

  Little tribes living in countries between other people have self cultures and habitats 

including findings related to life history of last people in the tribe. In these instants, they do 

behave similar to some decades ago some away from update behavior pattern that is applied 

to people living there (Rouland, 1998). In some countries such as America and England, there 

is some flexibility fitting fine rather than default and however, it should be formulated 

between two sides of struggle (Khazaee, 1957). Reconstructive fair has some components led 

to peace, welfare and friendship. They are: satisfactory, hidden act, sorely, worriedly and 

support. One of other important characteristic of reconstructive fair is that two sides of 

struggle are candidate against classic justice; and this property has good influence socially in 

human relations (Najafi, 2003). In last centuries, the oldest persons in tribes, cities and 

villages were the main reference to apply fair and judge between two sides of struggles, but 

nowadays, we accept a basic rules note thinking of all aspects and factors influencing people 

lives to apply law in different struggles and giggles. 

 

Defaults and sins 

   Every act or behavior disturbs arrangement and fair relation in mankind policy, is named 

default. If it causes to damage some one rights, is called sin. Now, it should be there a justice 

system to judge and achieve between persons living there. In last centuries, people in a tribe, 

village or city accepted votes of the oldest man with a full and complete experiences, why he 

performed fair on basis of event happened ago. He tried to apply right with correct 

recognition of damaging. Of course this recognition is accompanied be sense and felling. 

Herewith, such this judgment had some enemies,  but it was accepted by more people living 

then. Nowadays furthermore science and knowledge, reason and rules from human rights 

configuration have benefits paid to them. We accept basic rules and justice system to apply 

law in man relations, why it thinks of rights of all people living in society. In fact fair is the 

most important problem attacks with default and sin. It wants to presents fair to give each 

person his/her right. Every person act and behavior is evaluated rather than fair accepted but 

its justice system. Value and limitations of fair is calculated in terms of its fair system 

criteria. If we don’t perform fair marks and some how take distance from fair, we have done 

default and if it damages to some one or his/her rights, it would be name as sin. 

 

Reconstructive fair and its applies aspects 

   Rewarding and educating fairs observing on default and sin person as two types of classic 

models are called fine fairs in last decades; they were improved why have been subjected to 

people. That is, they have losses rather than their weak operations. Some of lawyers and law 

persons have suggested reconstructive fair with regards to a default view. Such this view 

point improving default effects and correcting relation between default person and damaged 

one in a method of sessions between two sides of problem. Reconstructive fair is known as an 

innovation in fine domain. This type of fair tries to remove damages and injuries, and two 

sides of the problem could attend through the process. Two sides are the center of the fine 

system; government and lawyers help the process be done easier in an optimum behavior. 

Reconstructive fair have been known as an improving justice system to be accompanied by 

two sides removing damages and injuries as a social momentum since about three decades 

ago. In fact, this fair tries to stable peace relation between default people and damaged one; 

of course it mentions to dissipate damages and injuries and at last friendship would be 

achieved fixed. In Islamic contexts and in the holy Koran it is mentioned to stable peace and 
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take away enemy; so satisfactory of damaged side would present such this judgment. 

Although reconstructive fair is a rather than new right concept and is developed in Europe, its 

main root is recognized in Islamic contexts. It could be expressed that reconstructive fair is 

developing in different societies and countries because fine fair has some loss; why defaults 

and sins would not be decreased. It is a new pattern of fair internationally and could be 

known as a balance line in default person and damaged one. Replying fine has always been 

noticed and we could be completed as disturbing social laws in group life. This fair view as a 

new ideology centers damaged person while he/she has been in marginal part in other right 

schools. That sees the default or sin as a difference to be resolved. This state though in favor 

of default person, sets sorry signs for him/her; why he/she is faced to damage person family 

and observes damages and injuries set by himself/herself and so do understand the fine 

correctness. 

  Fine fair is faced to some losses nationally and internationally as classic fair system. 

Therefore it needed to be improved and be changed basically. Insecurity increasing such as in 

people trade, smokes illnesses and terrorism has set a need to present a complete fair system 

to remove defaults and sins. As a result, reconstructive fair replies to default in a new 

behavior nationally and internationally. It includes some sessions of speaking two sides of 

justice. Because of accompanying cultural and human values the reconstructive fair, 

economic – social council of united nations organization in 2002 accepting performing 

reconstructive fair through justice system, insisted on precaution of personal rights. In Iran 

using nonofficial and native systems before under Islamic principles reconstructive fair is 

known as a perfect justice process why in Islam, culture of forgiving is understood well 

adapted to Islamic concepts. It could be said that reconstructive fair is a perfect and applied 

view in justice system had been well and accurate applied nationally and internationally. 

 

Conclusion and discussion 

   Many Europeans and Latin Americans have liked to live freely with an extended freedom. 

They want to think freely, particularly after the First World War. Of the most important 

concepts and ideas exhibited for people organizations such as North America, we could name 

Societal. Reconstructive fair includes intermediate session and speaking between two sides of 

struggle, why it wants to improve relations. This type of fair observes with a human view to 

relations between people and in regards to human rights (Zehr et el., 1990).   

  Reconstructive fair has been known for human from very last years. It is developing in 70s 

and 80s. It was understood better why the past justice system had in authority achieving fair 

in society or a country. In fact, a justice system is appropriate for accepting by people living 

there if defaults would be decreased or sins would be cancelled. Controlling defaults doing in 

a society is more difficult to be done by government why its responsibility and limitation is 

not enough to do this task (Gholami, 2004). Reconstructive fair is a revolution in fair system 

and it has many innovations controlling default and sin in societies, however it cause they 

would be decreased notable. It has some other names between justice systems and responsible 

Fair Revolution, Justice Innovation and Guaranteement and Peace (Gholami, 2006). Really, 

Reconstructive Fair is an applied and useful justice system; it is told because:  

1) Default person should guarantee some satisfactory rather than damaged person and 

society.  

2) The most important point understanding would be damages and harmless achieved 

doing the task. 

3) It sets interference and cooperation; also it causes friendly speaking two persons in 

justice relation. 
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Results  
   People living in a country form a society that needs peace and friendship to be with welfare. 

They need a judgment and a system to do it, which is a justice system to judge when and 

where, is needed. In struggles and giggles, someone right is usually loss (Miers, 2001). So it 

should be noticed that there is a need to a center for judging including a head as a judge as a 

lawyer to do this good and useful task, that is, he/she should get the right correctly in a 

systematic and regular method. Of course people must want to obey the justice system. So the 

justice system must be safe and away from removing any right. It is an applied and required 

task and job in Islam and most of other religions that each right should be got accurately. In 

Islam the holy Koran, including the One God commands to live better in a safe environment 

and the prophets too are the main head and leader to direct Muslims to the correct and 

complete fact. If there is such a justice system in a society and all people living there obey it, 

defaults and sins will be decreased notably. If it will happen, the society will be a safe one 

with peace, welfare and friendship. 
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